
 

 

 

Abstract—The problem of managing a fleet of quad-rotor 

drones in a completely unknown environment is analyzed in the 

present paper. This work is following the footsteps of other 

studies about how should be managed the movements of a 

swarm of elements that have to stay gathered throughout their 

activities. In this paper we aim to demonstrate the restrictions 

of a system where absolutely all the calculations and physical 

movements of our elements are done by one single external 

element. This is made possible thanks to a set of command rules 

which can guide the drones through various missions with 

defined goal. This strategy is based on a simultaneous usage of 

different data: obstacles positions, real-time positions of all 

drones and relative positions between the different drones. This 

work is based on Robot Operating System (R.O.S.) and use, as a 

base, several previous open-source projects on the matter. 

Simulation results show the limitations of the use of a 

centralized system to control a fleet of drones. Those 

weaknesses are highlighted thanks to the low-cost drones used 

here where the central unit had difficulties to handle drones 

workload. 

 

Index Terms—Autonomous multi-vehicles system, 

Cooperative guidance, distributed control, obstacle avoidance, 

unmanned aerial vehicle.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Flying drones is a relatively recent technology so that the 

research in this field is not very advanced. The success of 

unmanned vehicles, like drones, and the possibilities we can 

predict for them make those researches an important and 

interesting matter. 

The aspects developed in present paper about drone 

technologies is the collaborative motion of drones in an open 

environment, with basic tools to evaluate the position and at 

least one on board camera on the drone [1], [2]. Present 

concern is to control a fleet of drones to guide them to a goal 

with avoidance of possible obstacles and without collision 

with other fleet members [3], [4]. Flying fleets of quad-rotor 

drones is not developed yet but it implies interesting elements 

for general multi-component systems. Indeed, flying with a 

fleet of drones can increase the success rate of a mission:  one 

can allocate specific functionalities to each drone to give the 

fleet the needed tools for a particular mission for reduced 

drone price by using cheaper materials, whereas the global 

performance throughout the mission is preserved thanks to 

the optimized sharing of workload between the different fleet 

members. 

Once a task has been assigned, there is a large technical 

freedom in designing the multi-drone system supposed to 
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perform it, from unique super-equipped one single drone to a 

distributed multi-drone fleet where each member is assigned 

functionality. In this last case, an important issue in fleet 

coordination is the adequate split between centralized vs. 

self-organized organization depending on embarked 

possibilities on-board each drone. Indeed, it is observed that 

using robust swarm intelligence approach reduces overall 

cost and permits miniaturization of individual robots. These 

two aspects are key-factors for drone democratization in the 

civilian market. Many studies have already been undertaken 

in multi-component system about swarm or collective 

behaviors emerging from interactions between components 

themselves and/or with the environment. It is chosen here to 

focus on guidance law which allows drones fly as a fleet, 

similar to a flying animal flock. Such study can be 

meaningfully developed on low cost drones with modest 

equipment compatible to usual constraints in an academic 

environment. 

The research about guidance laws to control small aerial 

vehicles comes from two main methods: using three 

behaviors to manipulate drones movement [5] or using 

predictive guidance [6]. The first method use three 

coefficients, simulating three different drone behaviors: 

‘attraction’, ‘imitation’, ‘repulsion’.  

 

II.  ALGORITHMS: OBSTACLES, REAL-TIME LOCALISATION 

AND FORMATION 

Gathering data in real time is a key point in the project. 

Indeed, an important part is to manage a fleet of drones 

through different distances while avoiding all obstacles, for 

which it is clear that the need of a system fast and flexible 

enough to ensure drone safety at all times and for any given 

situation (Fig. 1). 

Those data are vital for the project and are gathered 

through the usage of a mapping and localization algorithm 

called SLAM [7]-[14] (Simultaneous Localization And 

Mapping). 

Present project aims at developing a program to manage a 

fleet of drones in an unknown environment. A requirement is 

that every drone has to be able to move autonomously. 

SLAM is based on the video feed from frontal cameras 

embarked on board the drone (as for example on Parrot AR 

Drone), this is aprerequisite for the system to work. At the 

end the output is a cloud of points which can be represented 

in a 3D map[15]. 

Each point represents a difference of depth, usually on the 

border of objects. SLAM can provide a trustworthy map of 

environment. This map can be updated in a real time and help 

to detect obstacles on the path of drones and simultaneously 

provide an estimation of respective positions of all fleet 

members. This feature can ensure the fleet cohesion at all 

times. 
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Fig. 1. Contribution of vehicle j to the command of vehicles i1 and i2. Near 

obstacle, j deviates to the right, i1 is anticipating obstacle avoidance by mimicking 

j. Same behavior goes for i2 to leave enough space for j. 

 

III. HELPFUL VIRTUAL AGENT SYSTEM, OBSTACLE 

MANAGEMENT, FLEET COHESION 

In an unknown environment, it is impossible to know most 

outside parameters like power or even wind direction. These 

environmental parameters create scenarios where the drones 

can collide. The probability that a collision between drones 

happens is proportional to fleet size. 

To solve this important issue several options can be 

implemented to minimize the risks. One possible way is to 

use a powerful guidance law for the drones, such as the rule 

of “nearest neighbor” which reduces by a sensible amount the 

risk of collision in cases where two drones are going to the 

same point from different sides. This alone is not sufficient, 

and other algorithms are required, based on virtual agents 

influencing the whole fleet through different coefficients, and 

proportionally to the distance between the agents and the 

drones, see Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Use of virtual agent to create a goal for the vehicles. 

 

All fleet members are agents as well as virtual agents 

‘guiding’ to a goal or just giving a general direction for the 

fleet to follow. 

All agents are defined by their position, speed vector and 

direction. These parameters are calculated at each iteration 

from equations based on coefficients given by the distance 

between agents [5], [6]. 

Although the computer where these algorithms are 

processed is the only decision maker of the system, each 

virtual agent is autonomous and has its own data about its 

environment. This centralized intelligence approach allows 

avoid difficulties caused by using low-cost quad-rotor. 

Indeed, by making iterations on individual drone path and 

then computing the fleet progress really improves mission 

global trajectories and duration without expensive on-board 

materials. 

 

IV. MATERIALS 

In present study Parrot AR Drone V1 and V2 have been 

used [16]. Both versions are equipped with two cameras 

(frontal and vertical ones), one altimeter, one gyrometer and 

one accelerometer. Ad hoc network has been first used to 

connect multiple drones to a computer, and after on router 

network to make it more stable. Both network structures are 

possible. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Point Cloud generated by PTAM program. The points are 

transferred to another map for managing multiple virtual agents. 

 

In term of programming, present work is based on AR 

Drone autonomy and TUM_ARDRONE software [9], [17], 

two “packages” of R.O.S.. First one is the first layer between 

Parrot AR-Drone and the programmer. It can send and 

receive basic packets from the drone, and is used to get 

measurements from the various sensors and to send the 

commands. Second one TUM_ARDRONE is a package 

using PTAM [18] (Parallel Tracking and Mapping), another 

package made for mapping with little robots/drones, see Fig. 

3. TUM_ARDRONE is the implementation of PTAM on 

Parrot AR Drone (V1 or V2). This program comes with one 

interface but it cannot manage multiple drones and do not 

exploit full potential of PTAM[19]. The realized C++ 

program is the effective use of PTAM on multiple AR Drones, 

coupled with previously introduced Agents algorithms [5], 

[6]. 

 
Fig. 4. System architecture and links between nodes with data exchange. 

 

In order to obtain a cooperative PTAM wherein drones can 

share their map with each other, it has been chosen to use 

OCTOMAP library [20], a dynamic 3D occupancy grid 

mapping framework. OCTOMAP uses a probabilistic 

occupancy estimation approach which aims to reduce sensors 

measurements noise and improve the accuracy of generated 

3D map. Furthermore, it is configured to avoid the storage of 

useless data like points which are below drone minimum 

altitude and/or out of mission range. 
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In adapting previous programs equations and principles are 

not modified, but the commands directly send to the drones 

are simpler. For the moment and for safety purposes, only 

one speed is used and the drone can only turn on its yaw axis. 

Corresponding rotation is only to acquire the desired angle 

the drone must be facing according to the calculations 

performed by the algorithm. 

 

V.   TESTS AND RESULTS 

A. Goals and Conditions 

The purpose of performed tests was to experiment 

robustness of both centralized and self-organized fleet 

behavior to determine which one of the central unit or the 

drones is system more important part. To this aim, tests have 

been made in two different ways, first missions with PTAM 

tracking where each drone brings its contribution to central 

unit on its environment, secondly without PTAM where 

drones bring less information and where guidance algorithm 

(swarm behavior) takes a more important part in success 

probabilities. 

B. Material 

The working fleet contained AR Drones V1 and V2 

disposed in a particular manner for each flight, see Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Recommended drones initial positions. 

Distances between the drones are calculated to insure 

material safety and a common behavior for the drones[21]. 

C.  Mission Description 

For testing purpose and for material safety, tests have been 

performed in indoor environment. The major goal of these 

tests was to evaluate the correctness of adaptation capacity of 

adaptation of used algorithm [5], [6], [22]. During the tests, 

different factors have been varied: initial drone position, 

drone target coordinates (between 3 to 7 meters) and layout 

of possible obstacles. Twenty two different missions have 

been worked out, thirteen with a PTAM and nine without it. 

Results are represented in Table I below. 

D.   Results 

Due to wrong measurements. Indeed, the tool 

TUM_ARDRONE happens to create points (later 

transformed into obstacles) right in front of drone, causing 

major problem in the trajectory[23]. This can however be 

significantly reduced by adjusting OCTOMAP filtering 

parameters. For missions without PTAM, obstacles 

coordinates have been manually input, increasing trajectory 

accuracy and producing higher success rate. Inertial drone 

central station is highly subjected to noise and so estimated 

positions by these sensors alone are extremely imprecise. 

This fact leads to higher risk of collision between fleet 

members. Interestingly, chosen technologies clearly show the 

limits of totally centralized system. Video stream takes too 

much WIFI bandwidth and the saved resources at each drone 

level have to be managed by central unit, causing latency 

impacting probability of success. One way to improve system 

robustness is to limit the number of drones with PTAM and to 

share functions between drones by assigning to them specific 

roles of headers and followers, in other words, to distribute 

decision between fleet members.   

 
TABLE I:  TEST RESULTS IN INDOOR ENVIRONMENT WITH GOALS LOCATED 

IN INTERVAL 3-6 METERS FROM FLEET INITIAL POSITIONS STYLES 

 With PTAM 
Without 

PTAM 

Mission Success Ratio 61% 77% 

Mission Success Ratio with Obstacle 50% 75% 

Without Obstacles 80% 80% 

Error Range of Final Distances 

(meter) 
0.2-0.8 0.5-1.3 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Though obtained with modest quality equipment, present 

results already show that the delays led by centralized 

calculations are increasing final position discrepancies 

between the flights, and at the same time, reduce significantly 

probability of mission success. As expectable centralized 

guidance directly adds delays between acquisition of 

information by the drones and their actual displacement 

based on this information. To a certain point the drones are 

able, without using a centralized system, to take into account 

their environment and adjust their position based on it. So 

present approach where all the calculations are centralized in 

one place is not the best way to handle the fleet control 

problem. Indeed, as experimentally shown, the drones are 

fully capable to flight autonomously to a certain extent, when 

managing to share calculation workload between the 

different fleet members. Then delays and final position 

discrepancies can be reduced leading to higher success rate of 

the missions. 

Overall, the fundamental problem of “best” intelligence 

split in a multi component system is immediately hit with low 

cost equipment used here because for given performance 

level there always exists a limit beyond which uncertainty 

ball cannot be covered by robustness ball produced by 

performance level. This is making present analysis a very 

useful one for studying this critical limit and its 

determination. 
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